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RECORD IN ICELAND WITH SINFONIANORD
We proudly offer our orchestral recording

If you are looking for that last missing ingredient

services for ﬁlm, television, games or any creative

to breathe life into your compositions, look no

project. SinfoniaNord is located in Iceland and

further. What we guarantee is sound of the

provides all encompassing production services

highest quality with world-class musicians,

and customizes its staff to ﬁt your needs, no

technicians and that X factor that differentiates

matter the scope of the project. We can organize

your creations from the rest. Due to a 25% refund

your trip to the magical other-wordly island in the

incentive provided by the Icelandic government

north, that is Iceland, for a hands-on approach

we offer very competitive prices. Project

and

forget.

proposals are of no charge and we will put

Alternatively, we can work with you remotely

together a tailor made package for your needs

from wherever you want.

and budget.

an

experience

you

won't
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SINFONIANORD
GET A FREE QUOTE TODAY
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WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY?
Recording my score for "Vikings" in Iceland with

over and over, that the version we did of

Working with SinfoniaNord was a wonderful

the SinfoniaNord Orchestra was a great musical

AWAKEN is the best ever version Live, best ever!

experience for me. Their enthusiasm matched

and authentic experience for me. The players

And I thank you Tod and all our friends there in

their musicality, which is a rare combination

were fantastic and the results for me were

that mystical place known as Iceland.

with some musicians nowadays.

musical and moving.

- JON ANDERSON

- MIDGE URE

I loved recording in Iceland. The musicians and

Working with Todmobile, SinfoniaNord and the

Spending time in Iceland with such warm and

studio are ﬁrst rate and very friendly and you

choir in Iceland was a tremendously exciting

wonderful people never escapes my memory,

also get to spend time in this extraordinary and

experience. Tod ls orchestral arrangements

to be able to perform with such powerful and

beautiful country, I can't wait to go back.

were truly inspiring, demonstrating that the

musically magical people in SinfoniaNord will

- ILAN ESHKERI INFORMER

marriage between rock and classical can be total

- TREVOR MORRIS VIKINGS

live with me forever. So many fans have told me

magic.
- STEVE HACKETT
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